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QUESTION 1

In the list of insights, the first insights that you see are the ones that explain, statistically, the most variation in the
outcome variable. The insights that appear later, as you scroll through the story, explain variables that, statistically,
account for less of the variation in the outcome variable. 

When you select one variable, what are you comparing? 

A. Selected variable with CLV 

B. Selected variable average with the mean 

C. Selected variable with a different variable 

D. Selected variable average with the filtered average 

E. Selected variable with all story data 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

A consultant built an Einstein Analytics app for the Sales Operations team. The Sales Operations team wants to share
their app with other people at the company. The consultant recommends distributing the app as an Einstein Analytics
template app. 

A set of JSON files will be generated after a template is created from the Sales Operations app. What is the name of the
JSON file that manages template metadata and all other template elements\\' 

A. ui.json 

B. template-to-app-rules.json 

C. aster- info.j son 

D. template-info.json 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A company used Einstein Analytics to create two datasets: 

1. 

"Opportunity With Account- dataset, which contains data from the Opportunity standard object 

augmented by the Account data. 

2.
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 "Case with Account" dataset. which contains data from the Case standard object augmented by the Account data. 

The company wants to build a lens showing the total number of Opportunities and Cases per Account. How can a
consultant help them build this lens\\' 

A. Create a recipe to generate a new dataset from the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets
aggregated by Account, and use the generated dataset in a lens. 

B. Use "Compare Table" to join the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets using the "Accountld"
and then aggregate by Account. 

C. Set up Connect Data Sources in the UI between the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets. 

D. Use a SAQL query to group and join the "OpportunityWithAccount" and "CaseWithAccount" datasets then generate
the results. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

when organizing information in an Einstein Analytics dashboard, what does the "Progressive Disclosure\\' design
principle mean\\' 

A. Only provide the user with the level of detail they need to see, with the option to drill down deeper into more details. 

B. Utilize the latest templates for the most modern look and feel. 

C. Intentionally omit specific details so that users can do ad-hoc exploration if needed for root-cause analysis. 

D. Implement strict security predicates to minimize the amount of information displayed to users. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A consultant is asked to create a dashboard for sales to see the forecasted sales per product family. After gathering the
requirements, the consultant decides to leverage the timeseries SAQL statement to predict sales. 

Which two actions must be performed when writing the SAQL query? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Determine if the timeseries required parameter, prediction interval, should be 80 or 95. 

B. Investigate which prediction model is best for the data available. 

C. Validate that there is enough data in the dataset to make a good prediction. 

D. Include the fill SAQL statement to fill any missing dates. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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